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Bush tucker
Edward Urrutia

An Aboriginal company has landed
a dream gig, supplying Qantas with
a sweet infight snack.
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From the CEO

Herb Smith is a man with
a quintessentially Australian
small-business story.
A VETERAN policeman from
Wellington in regional NSW,
Herb is a proud Wiradjuri man
who founded his company,
Dreamtime Tuka, in 2013 to
produce modern snacks using
native Australian ingredients
(see page 42).
I think Dreamtime Tuka
is a terrifc example of the
opportunities available to clever
Australian small businesses.
Shifting technology means
that barriers to market entry
are lowering by the year,
and at Qantas we’re hugely
proud of how we can ofer
businesses paths to national
and international success.
We’ve just started stocking
Dreamtime Tuka’s lemon myrtle
coconut slice on our domestic
fights, meaning Herb has taken
his business from concept to
an annual audience of millions
of Qantas passengers in little
more than two years.
From Qantas’s point of view,
the decision was straightforward.
Not only does Dreamtime
Tuka meet the high-quality
standards we set for our
customers, it also tells a
unique story about Australia.
From native cakes and
homegrown juice to locally
churned butter, we think part
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of our role as national carrier
means acting as something
of a shop window to the best
Australian producers.
Many of our small-business
partners have deep roots in
regional communities; they’re
a snapshot of the traditions
and character of this amazingly
diverse country.
Yet success stories like Herb’s
are important in a broader
context, too. A healthy smallbusiness sector is vital to
employment, innovation and
economic growth. So it’s
important to do all we can to
nurture our small businesses.
We believe it is the
responsibility of large Australian
companies like Qantas, which
now accounts for almost one per
cent of Australia’s total GDP, to
ofer small businesses a chance.
But, likewise, I think big
companies are wise to take
real lessons from the small
businesses they engage with
– their agility, their attention to
detail and their hunger to seize
opportunities as they arise.
Businesses like Qantas and
Dreamtime Tuka can help each
other to fy and it’s a beautiful
thing when they do.

Alan Joyce
CEO, Qantas

Found!

A cave hotel in Turkey
Channel your inner cave-dweller at the Gamirasu Cave Hotel –
while still enjoying all the creature comforts. Located near the town
of Ürgüp, the hotel is housed within the caves of central Turkey’s
ethereal Cappadocia region. There are 35 guestrooms and no two
are alike; their size and “design” are determined by Mother Nature.
The same is true for the symmetry-defying outdoor swimming pool,
which is the perfect spot for admiring the hotel’s soaring rock façade.
gamirasu.com

Qantas app now
available on Android!

Find this issue – and past issues – on
our free app for tablets and phones.
There are also exclusive City Guides
to Sydney, Melbourne, New York,
LA, Singapore and more.

QNews.

Yo u w i s h . . .

THE BISTRO BY
WOLFGANG PUCK

On the boil

Expected to open: June

Want to grab a bite before take-of?
Five new eateries are set to open
at Sydney International Airport.
A trattoria-style bistro by Wolfgang Puck,
a gourmet-burger joint by Shannon Bennett
and a Kitchen by Mike outlet are just some
of the new dining and drinking destinations
opening at Sydney International Airport
(T1) over the next few months. Part of the
airport’s brand-new City View precinct,
the eateries will be located in the airside
departure area (past the security
checkpoint and Customs) and have
runway views.
BENNY BURGER
Opening: Later this month

Shannon Bennett (of Melbourne’s Vue de
Monde) is bringing his acclaimed fare to
Sydneysiders in the form of a burger joint,
lovingly named after his dad. The star of
the show will be The Chang – a Blackmore
Wagyu beef burger with an oozing freerange egg and pickled beetroot.

Austrian-born American chef Wolfgang
Puck has catered for the glittering postOscars Governors Ball for the past 21 years.
Now he’ll also feed hungry travellers woodfired pizzas and a range of pasta dishes
at his Italian bistro.

graffdiamonds.com

HEINEKEN HOUSE
With interiors by award-winning architect
Michael McCann of Dreamtime Australia
Design, Heineken House will be a popular
spot to enjoy a pre-flight brew.

JOE & THE JUICE
Expected to open: August

Juices, shakes, energising drinks, vegetable
shots, sandwiches and all kinds of coffee
will be on offer when the hip Danish outfit
opens its first Australian outlet.

KITCHEN BY MIKE
Expected to open: September

The canteen that turned Sydney’s innercity Rosebery into a culinary hotspot will
open a new outpost later this year.

Last-minute shoppers, there’s no need to panic! As well as the food precinct, Sydney
Airport will soon launch 13 luxury designer stores, including Kate Spade New York and
Michael Kors. The jewel in the crown is the Tiffany & Co. store, spread over 250 square
metres and featuring an eight-metre-high glass façade. Visit sydneyairport.com.au.
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GENEVIEVE ROSEN

Expected to open: June

Terminal bliss
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They look like they’ve been plucked
from the pages of a fairytale but there’s
nothing pretend about these earrings.
Dripping with rubies and 22.63 carats
of round-, pear- and marquise-cut
diamonds, these statement pieces are
from Graf Diamonds’ high-jewellery
collection, “Nuage” (French for cloud).
And they’re yours for the all-too-real
price of $345,800.

Top shots
Adelaide Oval launches the
Roof Climb experience.
CRICKET purists may disagree but the
redeveloped Adelaide Oval is one of Australia’s
most architecturally pleasing sports venues.
Now, as part of its just-launched Roof Climb
experience, you can strap yourself into a
harness, scale its heights and enjoy glorious
360-degree views of the CBD, River Torrens,
leafy outer suburbs and – on a clear day –
Adelaide’s Henley and Grange beaches in
the distance. The 90-minute adventure
(from $99) kicks of at the northern end of
the stadium’s Western Stand. As you walk
south, you’ll climb and descend the fve
curved shells that comprise the stand’s roof,
with plenty of photo-ops. For more details,
go to roofclimb.com.au.

QNews.

The lobby of the
JW Marriott Los
Cabos Beach Resort
& Spa, where the
desert meets the sea

Check in

To infnity
Akash Arora gives us the lowdown on the latest hotel openings.

marriott.com.au

Perched on the southern tip of Mexico’s
longest peninsula, Los Cabos is where the
harsh, heat-cracked landscape of the Baja
California Desert descends into the cool
waters of the Pacifc Ocean. JW Marriott’s
new property, on the site of this confuence,
is an unabashed celebration of the terrain,
with each of the hotel’s 299 rooms and
suites ofering unobstructed water views.
There are fve outdoor swimming pools,
a fully equipped ftness centre and spa,
plus a range of dining options – from
the poolside Nak Grill & Bar to Cafe des
Artistes, which serves Mexican fare with
a French twist.
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PRIMUS HOTEL SYDNEY
primushotelsydney.com

With its three-storey-high ceiling, the frst
thing that hits you as you walk into the
vast lobby of the fve-star Primus Hotel, in
Sydney’s CBD, is the sense of space. The Art
Deco structure (built in 1939 to house the
ofces of the Metropolitan Water Sewerage
and Drainage Board) has been faithfully
restored by the Woods Bagot design frm
– but not without some modern fourishes,
such as the six-storey hotel’s rooftop area.
Although surrounded by high-rises, it’s a
spectacular spot to soak up some sun, enjoy
a swim and grab a drink. Expansiveness
continues in the guestrooms, too. We
checked in to the Executive King Room,
which has a sitting area at one end, a work

desk and chair at the other, plus a spacious
ensuite with a bathtub large enough for two.
H O T E L S TA G E , H O N G K O N G
hotelstage.com

Clean lines, simple furnishings and a soothing
palette of neutrals give the rooms at Hotel
Stage a sophisticated touch. Located in the
historic heart of Hong Kong’s Kowloon, this
boutique property has an Italian restaurant
(Kitchen Savvy), a number of function and
meeting spaces, and 97 rooms and suites
– many with views of the city. But the real
draw is Muse with Us, a subterranean den
comprising a library, art gallery and wine
bar. It’s a great place to escape the city’s
manic pace and enjoy some downtime
with a drink in hand.

Ron Starr

JW MARRIOTT LOS CABOS
B E AC H R E S O R T & S PA

QNews.

(Clockwise from left) Eleven
Madison Park; Meadowsweet’s
lemon tart; The Modern

A spate of NYC restaurants is challenging an American
tradition by going tip-free, writes Akash Arora.
MOST Australian travellers to the United
States wrestle with two questions: when
– and how much – should they tip?
Luckily for them, a growing number
of New York City restaurants – including
David Chang’s recently opened Momofuku
Nishi (see page 87) and Danny Meyer’s
two-Michelin-starred The Modern – have
instituted a no-tipping policy.
Sadly, not having to tip won’t save you
money; the restaurants are simply absorbing
the service charge into the bill. But it defnitely
takes the hassle out of doing your sums at
the end of a meal.
Our tip? Check out these gratuity-free
dining spots.
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The Modern
themodernnyc.com

Meadowsweet
meadowsweetnyc.com

Michelin-starred Meadowsweet, in Brooklyn’s
quirky Williamsburg neighbourhood, has
also gone tip-free. The menu is reasonably
priced and dishes range from smoked
sturgeon to Long Island duck breast.

Huertas
huertasnyc.com

Housed in the Museum of Modern Art, this
contemporary American restaurant ofers
both a fxed-price and, in The Bar Room, an
à la carte menu. Dishes include pistachiomarinated blue shrimp, black-trufe
tortellini and juniper-cured hamachi.

This Basque-inspired Spanish eatery in East
Village is open for dinner every day and
lunch on weekends. You can also drop in
for a drink, complemented by a fantastic
selection of raciones.

Annisa

Eleven Madison Park

annisarestaurant.com

Expect entrées with a distinct Asian feel
at this intimate restaurant in the heart of
Greenwich Village. But do try MalaysianAmerican chef Anita Lo’s sherry-infused
roast chicken, too.

elevenmadisonpark.com

Ranked ffth on the 2015 World’s 50 Best
Restaurants list, the bright, high-ceilinged
Eleven Madison Park ofers an eight-to-10course menu with an ever-changing line-up
of delicious seasonal dishes.

Francesco Tonelli, Evan Sung

Tipping Point

QNews.

Ask the concierge

JANELLE NOBLE

MONA Pavilions, Hobart
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When my friends are in town,
I take them for a drink at…
The Glass House on the Brooke
Street Pier, which is on the Hobart
waterfront. It’s pretty laid-back at
night and they have a wonderful
cocktail list.
For a business meeting,
I book a table at… The Source
restaurant at MONA. They’ve
just installed “live garden” tables
and launched a brand-new menu.
The tabletops share space with
moss and other greenery so it’s
like you’re eating off a garden.

It’s amazing and perfect if you’re
looking to impress someone.
My favourite breakfast place
is… Pigeon Hole in West Hobart.
It’s a boutique café that serves
really delicious local and seasonal
food. Everything is sourced from
farms that grow organic produce
and follow sustainable practices.
And for the best coffee, I go to…
Villino on Criterion Street, right in
the heart of Hobart. It’s easy to
access and has quick service.
If you want a market experience,
don’t miss… Farm Gate Market,
every Sunday on Bathurst Street.
It’s great for local produce and
artisanal food. I go there for sushi
and doughnuts.
Tasmania is renowned for scenic
walks; if you only have a day
to explore nature, head to…
Russell Falls in Mount Field
National Park. It’s only an hour’s
drive from Hobart and it has
a wide range of native wildlife
and alpine vegetation, as well
as gorgeous walking trails.
For vintage shopping, I always
go to… Hello Gorgeous Vintage
on Barrack Street for high-end

vintage clothes. It’s not run-ofthe-mill and you can find some
unique things there.
And the best place to buy a
gift or memento is… The Nook
on Collins Street. It sells great
home décor, giftware, fashion
and jewellery, all made by local
artists and designers.
If it’s raining, the best thing
to do is… visit MONA! There
are three levels of exhibitions to
explore, including [owner] David
Walsh’s personal collections.
I would also recommend the
Tasmanian Museum and Art
Gallery. It’s a different style
but well worth a visit.
And if it’s a beautiful day, opt
for… a high-speed boat cruise
around Bruny Island – it’s an
excellent way to see Tasmania’s
wildlife and flora.
Hobart’s best-kept secret is…
actually not in Hobart. Bangor
Wine & Oyster Shed, down
in Dunalley, is a good place to
enjoy seafood and beautiful
Tasmanian wines. It’s quite
new so not many people know
about it.

Michael Walters, Filip Kulisev, Adam Gibson

(Clockwise from left) Russell Falls
in Mount Field National Park;
wholesome treats at Pigeon Hole
café; The Friars rock formations
at the southern tip of Tasmania’s
Bruny Island
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More than...

Numbers game

50,000

Shining
a light
British artist Bruce Munro
is bringing his worldfamous Field of Light
art installation to Uluru.
Here are the stats...

light stems – weighing about
equivalent to fying

15 cars or 3 killer whales

fights from Sydney to Uluru.
It took

8 weeks to transport

the artwork. After returning
to London, the installation
will have travelled

38,000

kilometres – that’s like fying
from Sydney to Melbourne

54 times

APRIL 1

365 days and is
expected to draw more than 400,000 visitors.

Field of Light will be on display for

Spiritual centre
Here’s another reason to visit Uluru this month.
For the first time, Voyages Indigenous Tourism
Australia is organising a yoga retreat in the
Red Centre. The six-day retreat (April 24-29),
Desert Dreaming Uluru, includes accommodation
at Ayers Rock Resort, bush-tucker-inspired meals,
yoga and meditation classes and full-moon
ceremonies. It’s a fantastic way to experience the
spiritual heart of Australia. For more information,
visit ayersrockresort.com.au.
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PICTURE this. You’re on a plane to Perth...
right when your favourite grand fnal is
on. But you won’t miss the game – you’ll be
able to live-stream it straight to your phone
during the fight.
Yes, wi-f is coming. In partnership with
global broadband service provider ViaSat,
Qantas will launch an infight wi-f service
in 2017, following trials towards the end
of this year. The complimentary service
will be 10 times faster than conventional
onboard wi-f, enabling passengers to
stream movies, TV shows and live sports
via the internet (and, sorry, check those
incessant emails).
It’s going to be a big 2017. After launching
four new lounges – in Singapore, Hong Kong,
Los Angeles and Perth – over the past three
years, Qantas will also open a new lounge
at London’s Heathrow Airport.
Occupying a split-level space in Terminal
3, the lounge will accommodate up to 230
passengers and ofer a Neil Perry-designed
dining experience, full-service bar with
signature Rockpool cocktails, bathrooms
with showers, business facilities, a children’s
zone and views over Heathrow airfeld.

Get social with us

@qftravelinsider
Share your pics and travel tips,
wherever you are (and wherever
you’re going) online.

Bruce Munro

7 Qantas fights from London
to Sydney and 25 Jetstar

Qantas Group
flights were
employed...
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Taking off
Qantas is set to roll out high-speed
onboard wi-f and open a new lounge
in London.
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Opening on...

15 tonnes – were fown by

the Qantas Group from London to Alice Springs; that’s

QNews.

An Anzac Day ceremony
at the Australian War
Memorial in Canberra
(above); paper poppies
on the Roll of Honour
commemorate the fallen

Lest we forget

◖

A day of refection and remembrance.
ON APRIL 25, Australians across the country will
rise in darkness and attend dawn services to pay
tribute to the men and women who have served
the country through wartime and peace.
Each year, new generations attend Anzac Day
ceremonies to remember the sacrifces made by
those who came before them. While the original
Anzacs who landed at Gallipoli in 1915 are
no longer with us, the values they were seen to
embody – courage, loyalty and good humour –
are as admired today as ever.
In Canberra, the dawn service at the Australian
War Memorial will be followed by the Anzac Day
National Ceremony, beginning at 10.15am.
After paying their respects, Australians can take
part in a less-solemn Anzac tradition: two-up, once
played on troop-transport ships and in the trenches.
The spirit it’s played with today refects the sense of
larrikinism and egalitarianism that was on display
a century ago, in much darker times.

◖

◖

◖

Sydney: The Glenmore
Even the locals make a fuss
over The Glenmore’s views.
After a two-up bet, nab
a seat on the rooftop of
this hotel in The Rocks for
a panoramic harbour vista.
Brisbane: The Shafston Hotel
This East Brisbane tavern will
be transformed with pop-up
bars, local food trucks and
a huge two-up arena to pull
in the punters.
Canberra: The Duxton
If you’re in the national capital
on Anzac Day, The Duxton,
in O’Connor, promises plenty
of entertainment, with two-up
from midday and live music
from 1pm.
Melbourne: Young & Jackson
This is one of Melbourne’s
oldest pubs and its location
opposite Flinders Street
Station makes it popular
with march-goers.
ELLIE SCHNEIDER

Andrew Watson, Mark Nolan

Come in, spinner
Where to play two-up
around Australia

QNews.

Wa t c h t h i s s p a c e

Bright nights
Bani McSpedden sees double.
This is a single watch as seen at night
(on the left) and by day (on the right). It’s
Ball’s “Engineer Hydrocarbon AeroGMT”
and, thanks to the employment of micro
gas tubes, it boasts the world’s brightest
bezel and dazzling hour markers.
Luminosity is 100 times greater than
conventional coatings and good for up
to 25 years. The bezel has 24-hour
markings and rotates to provide an
efective third time-zone readout. The
movement is self-winding, the steel case
spans 42 millimetres and the price of
this timepiece is $4700.
ballwatch.com

@baniwatch

The first-timer’s
guide to London

travelinsider.qantas.com.au
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Bath-hopping in
the Maldives

Travel Insider

Shomos Uddin

Five ways to
see Melbourne
from above

QNews.

MELBOURNE

MELBOURNE

Tim Ho Wan

Saké

New in town

SYDNEY

SYDNEY

No. 1 Bent
Street by Mike

Fred’s

The food

The closure of
Kitchen by Mike in
August last year left
many of its devotees
disappointed.
But chef Mike
McEnearney is back
with a small and
daily-changing
menu, much like the
former Rosebery
canteen.

Danielle Alvarez has
previously worked
at top Californian
restaurants such as
Chez Panisse and
The French Laundry.
At this new Merivale
eatery, she’ll dish
up the best NSW
produce, from the
Blue Mountains to
the Hawkesbury.

The drinks

A tight 50-bottle
list with local
and international
wines from
boutique growers.

The atmosphere

Formal yet
comfortable, with
reclaimed wood,
bronze windows and
a concrete floor.

An open kitchen gives
industrious energy
to a cavernous
room. There’s also
a tapas-style bar.

The location

Downtown Sydney,
just a short walk
from Circular Quay.

Two shops down
from Merivale’s
other hot new
eatery, The
Paddington.

First Bite
Akash Arora serves up Australia’s
hottest new restaurants.

Hong Kong’s Tim
Ho Wan, often
described as the
world’s most
affordable Michelinstarred restaurant,
has opened an allday yum cha outpost
in Melbourne. You
must try chef Mak
Kwai Pui’s prawn
dumplings – $8.30
for a plate of four.

Saké’s second outlet
in Melbourne and
fifth in Australia is
set to showcase
Victoria’s fresh
produce. Dishes will
include slow-cooked
abalone with
garlic-lemon soy
and southern rock
lobster sashimi
with ito togarashi.

Premium Chinese
pu-erh tea to
complement the
delicate dumpling
flavours, plus
the usual beers
(Crown Lager
and Tsingtao).

Saké offers
Melbourne’s largest
selection of saké,
shōchū and
Japanese whisky,
as well as a beer
and cocktail menu.

Bright, bustling
and spread over
320 square metres,
with capacity for
105 diners.

Choose vibrant,
communal dining at
a large stone counter
or intimacy in the
basement bar below.

Smack-bang in
the middle of
Melbourne’s CBD.

Flinders Lane –
one of the CBD’s
most happening
gastronomic strips.

Winner of the 2015
Australian Ruinart
Sommeliers
Challenge, Adrian
Filiuta has created
a 120-strong wine
list with plenty of
by-the-glass options.

380 Oxford Street,

206 Bourke Street,
Melbourne
timhowan.com.au

Open seven days
for lunch and dinner
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121 Flinders Lane,
Melbourne
sakerestaurant.
com.au
Open seven days
for lunch and dinner
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The details

1 Bent Street, Sydney
onebentstreet.
com.au
Open MondayFriday for lunch and
Monday-Saturday
for dinner

Paddington
(02) 9240 3000

merivale.com.au
Open FridaySunday for lunch
and Tuesday-Sunday
for dinner

QNews.

SiO2nH2O

The taste of
Australia
Fly at the right time and you’ll
enjoy a lemon myrtle coconut
slice for morning tea. Here’s the
story behind the Indigenous
entrepreneur who produced it.

55a George Street, The Rocks, Sydney
opalminded.com +61 (0)2 9247 9885
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ONE of Herb Smith’s fondest childhood
memories is the scent of lemon myrtle in
his grandmother’s biscuits. As a young boy
growing up in Wellington, 360 kilometres
north-west of Sydney, Smith often spent
school holidays at his grandparents’ place.
“I used to watch my grandmother make
lemon myrtle biscuits in the kitchen,”
he recalls.
Half a century on, Smith wants to
share a slice of his childhood with
Qantas passengers. His Wellington-based
boutique company, Dreamtime Tuka,
has collaborated with a bakery in nearby
Dubbo to come up with the lemon myrtle

coconut slice now being served as a
morning snack on Qantas domestic fights.
Before he entered the food industry, Smith
spent more than 30 years as a police ofcer.
When he retired, he “didn’t want to just sit
down and do nothing” so he launched his
company in 2013, specialising in Aboriginalinspired-and-infuenced foods such as
macadamia nuts with cinnamon myrtle and
wild spearmint-favoured spring water.
Smith doesn’t produce the goods himself;
he sources from both Aboriginal and nonAboriginal manufacturers in NSW and
beyond then supplies them to the wider
Australian community. “In a way, I’m
the bridge between the Aboriginal foodmakers and consumers,” says Smith.
While Dreamtime Tuka has worked with
a number of corporate clients, supplying
lemon myrtle coconut slices to Qantas is its
biggest project to date. “It’s an enormous
opportunity for my small company and will
change the way it operates.”
And Smith doesn’t want to stop there. If he
has his way, Qantas passengers will soon be
tucking into mufns with wattle seeds – just
like the ones his grandmother used to make.

Edward Urrutia

QNews.

